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This paper presents a characterization of the real functions on an

interval of the real axis which can be analytically continued to be one-

to-one functions of the upper half plane into itself. The result depends

heavily on work of Loewner.

In 1934, Loewner introduced the following notion [2]: a real, dif-

ferentiable function/on an interval (a, b) of the real axis is monotonic

of order n ^ 1 means

CD ?M^!W,
»,y=i      Xi      Xj

for all real Xi in the interval (a, b) and all real £,-, where

/(Xj)   - f(Xj)

Xi — Xi

is identified with/'(*,-). The set of nonconstant functions which are

monotonic of order n is denoted by 2Ji„; and the set of nonconstant

functions which are monotonic of order n for all wj^l, D^-i 5D?n,

is denoted by 9JL. The principal motivation for this concept is

that 9!ft„o is exactly the set of real functions on (a, b) which can be

analytically continued to be functions of the upper half plane into

itself. Each of Wi, Wi, ■ • • , SOi., is a pseudosemigroup with the

operation being composition; consequently, the concept of infinitesi-

mal transformations can be introduced. Loewner later considered the

classes ©„ of functions which can be generated by the infinitesimal

transformations of 9W„, for n = 1, 2, •••,». ©M was shown to be the

set of functions that can be analytically continued to be schlicht func-

tions of the upper half plane into itself [3].

In a recent paper [4] Loewner proved that a necessary condition for

a real function / with positive derivative on a real interval (a, b) to

be in y„, 1 ̂ n< °o, is that for all Xi in (a, b) and all real £1, £j, ■ • • , £„

such that Z"-i& = 0>

,,y~i L Xi      Xj     J
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where (/(x,)—/(x,))/(x,—x,) is again identified with /'(x,). (Notice

that since/'(x) > 0, the real branch of the logarithm may be chosen.)

Loewner has conjectured that (2) is sufficient to insure that / is in

@„ for 2<w<°o.

In case/ is in ©„, it is clear that (2) must hold for all integers re 2; 1,

i.e. log Of is)—fit))/is —t)) is a positive semidefinite kernel on the

space of continuous functions with compact support in (o, b) and

integral zero. The new result presented in this paper is that the

converse is also true. In light of the connection cited between schlicht

functions and ©», these two facts can be stated as the following

Theorem. Letf be a real function with positive derivative in an inter-

val (a, b) of the real axis, f can be analytically continued to be a schlicht

map of the upper half plane into itself if and only if

(3) f * flog d>is)d>it)dsdt g; 0
J a   J a S — t

for all continuous functions (p having compact support in (a, b) and such

that fjpis)ds = 0.

It is only necessary to prove the sufficiency part of the theorem.

It is easily shown [5] that if on the space of (£i, £2, • ■ ■ , £n) with

£i real and zZt-i £» = 0> f°r au *<m some interval (c, d) of the real axis,

£ Hixi, x,)tei ^ 0,
(,j-i

then on the space of all (£1, £2, • ■ • , £B) with £,• real, for x,- in (c, d),

n

ZZ exp[7J(x,-, Xi)]Z& g 0.
•■.;-i

Hence (3) implies (1) is satisfied for all re = 1, 2, ■ • • . (This statement

is also an immediate consequence of representations (4) and (5)

and the fact that the power series of the exponential function has

only positive coefficients.) Therefore (2) / can be analytically con-

tinued onto the upper half plane to be a function F taking the upper

half plane into itself. By the Schwarz reflection principle, it may be

assumed that F is also analytic in the lower half plane taking it into

itself. To complete the proof it will be shown that F is one-to-one.

For this purpose we begin by citing the following easily verified

Lemma (Bochner [l ]). IfKis, t) is a continuous function for s and

t in [a, /?], and
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I    K(s, t)d>(s)d>(t)dsdt ^ 0
a   J a

/or all continuous /unctions <p such that /^4>(s)ds = 0, then the/unction

K(s, v)dv - p, 1    K(u, t)du

/
j    K (u, v)dudv

a   J a

is positive semidefinite on [a, 0], where fi — I/(B—a).

Choose a and 0, a<a<0<6. Then (3) implies that the hypothesis

of the lemma is satisfied if K(s, t) is defined as the real branch of

log((f(s)—/(t))/(s — t)) for s and t in [a, 0] and K(s, s) is identified

with log f(s). Since L(s, t) is positive semidefinite and symmetric,

Mercer's theorem implies that in the interval [a, 0], L(s, t) is repre-

sented by the series

A   +n(s)<l<n(t)
v.5) 2—i        .

n=l A„

where each ypn(s) is an eigenfunction associated with a positive eigen-

value X„,

(6) +n(s) = \n f  L(s, t)ypn(t)dt

and the series (5) converges uniformly for 5 and t in [a, 0].

Let D be the set of points off the real axis or in [a, 0]. Let E be the

set of points (5, t) in DXD such that 5 and t are not in the same

open half plane. F(s) is analytic in D, and takes the upper half

plane into itself and the lower half plane into itself. Thus K(s, t)

= log((F(s) — F(t))/(s — t)) can be defined by analytic continuation

for all points (s, t) in E. By equation (4), L(s, t) can be continued

to be analytic in E. Thus by equation (6), ypn(s) can be continued to

be analytic in D. It will be shown that for fixed t in D and 5 in a

compact subset of D, the series (5) converges uniformly; similarly,

for s fixed in D and I in a compact subset of D, (5) converges uni-

formly.

Let So be a point in the upper half plane, and T be a differentiable

Jordan curve in the upper half plane containing s0 and having a. and

0 as end points. For each positive integer k, consider a function Xk(s)

which is zero on T except on an arc of length \/k containing s0 where
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Xkis) =k. By a theorem of Walsh [6] the polynomials are dense in the

sense of the supremum norm topology in the space of continuous

functions on T. By this theorem, there exist polynomials Pkis)

such that

f I Xkis) - Pkis) I -\ds\   g--

Let T be the reflection of the curve T in the real axis, and Lm(s, t)

be the positive semidefinite kernel on [a, /3] defined by

(7) Lmis, t) = Lis, t) - zZ-
n=l AB

for is, t) in E.

For is, t) in E, Lmis, t) is analytic in each variable when the other

is fixed, hence the Cauchy integral theorem can be applied twice

to give

nLmis, t)Pkis) TklJ) dsdt =  f    f  Lmis, t)Pkis) ~PkJf) dsdt.
J a   J a

Thus, since Lmis, t) is a positive semidefinite kernel on [a, j3],

nLmis,t)Pkis) PklJ) dsdt g 0.
j<

Taking the limit as k—> 00,

Lmis0, So) g 0.

This inequality, (7) and the fact that if>n(s) is real on [a, /3] imply

(8) L(s, s) g 2^ -"-
n—l «n

for all 5 in the upper half plane and all m = 1, 2, • • • . By symmetry,

(8) holds for 5 in the lower half plane; and it has already been men-

tioned that by Mercer's theorem (8) holds for 5 in [a, /3].

For 5 and t in D, knowing X„>0, Schwarz's inequality gives

A Ms)Mt)     r a \ Us) \2linr^ \Ut)\2lin

n=l An L n=l ab J       L n-=l «n        J

By (8), Xln°-i((| lAnW 12) An) converges to a finite quantity bounded

by L(s, s). Thus for 5 fixed in D, given e>0, (9) implies for suffi-

ciently large I,
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n—l A„

Since L(t, t) is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of D, for 5

fixed in D and t in a compact subset of D, the series (5) converges uni-

formly in t. And clearly if t is fixed in D, and 5 is in a compact subset

of D, the series (5) converges uniformly in s.

Consequently, for s and t in D, the series (5) converges to a func-

tion which is analytic in s for fixed /, and analytic in t for fixed 5.

(A theorem of Hartogs implies that this function is holomorphic in

D XD, but it is not necessary to use this fact.) The set E is the domain

of definition of L(s, t). Since L(s, t) is analytic on the connected set E,

and the series (5) converges to L(s, t) for s and tin [a, 0], it is possible

to extend L(s, t) to all of DXD by identifying L(s, t) with the series

(5). Thus for s and t in D, L(s, t) is analytic in each variable when the

other is fixed.

Since K(s, t) has been shown to be analytic in E, the last three

terms in equation (4) are analytic for s and t in D. Thus equation (4)

and the preceding paragraph imply that K(s, t) can be extended to

DXD to be analytic in each variable when the other is fixed. If to

is a point of D, K(s, to) can be continued to be analytic in D. In

particular, F(s) = F(t0) implies s = t0 since log((F(s) —F(t0))/(s — to))

has no logarithmic singularities. Hence F is one-to-one.

This work is to be part of a dissertation. I am indebted to Professor

Loewner for his assistance in preparing this paper.
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